Amazon Onsite Publishing RSS Specification (Version 1.0)
Last Updated: 2020-09-17

This document describes the technical requirements and best practices to optimize your RSS feed for Amazon.

1. RSS
Amazon supports content syndication using RSS. In order to seamlessly ingest your data, this will need
to be a customized, Amazon-specific RSS feed. The required container format is RSS 2.0.
1.1 RSS Feed Requirements and Best Practices
1.1.1 RSS Feed Requirements
 The RSS feed endpoint must be https
 The RSS feed must be well formed and free of errors
 The RSS feed should be secured with basic http authentication
 All asset URLs (e.g. image URLs) within the RSS feed should be https
 All file names for images should be alphanumeric and must not contain any special characters.
 The RSS feed should adhere to the RSS Advisory Board RSS 2.0 specification1
 Your content management system should be configured to generate a RSS feed which contains the full
content of each article in HTML markup.
 In order to make your content shoppable, you must include the <productDiv> element in the HTML markup in
the place where you want the product widget to appear. Details can be found in Section 2.4.
 Every publishing brand should have its own RSS Feed
 Each RSS feed must include the Channel Elements in Table 1. Please see sample RSS Feed in Section 1.4.
 Each piece of content in the RSS feed must be represented as an <item> and should include all required
elements specified in Table 2.
 The RSS feed can have multiple <item>, each representing a unique piece of content.
 All Amazon-specific elements are designated with the “amzn” prefix. The namespace for Amazon-specific
elements is: https://amazon.com/ospublishing/1.0/
 Optional RSS elements that are included in the feed should include data in the expected format and should
not be null. If you do not want to include an optional element, simply leave it out.
 If you include the item level optional container elements (<amzn:products> or <amzn:rating>), be sure to
include the required child elements for each one.

1

RSS Advisory Board RSS 2.0 specification: http://www.rssboard.org/rss-specification
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1.1.2 RSS Feed Best Practices



Please consult the RSS Advisory Board documentation for best practices2
The RSS feed should be sorted by <pubDate>, with the most recent content at the top

1.2 RSS Feed Channel Elements
Table 1: Channel Elements
ID
Element Name
1.2.1
title

Required

Description
The title of your channel should be the same as the title
of your brand or website.

Data Type
String

If you have multiple brands or websites, each one will
require its own RSS feed.
Example: Amazon could have several RSS feeds
corresponding to “Amazon”, “IMDB”, and “Goodreads”.
1.2.2
1.2.3

link
description

Required

The website URL corresponding to the RSS feed.

URL3

Required

Example: http://amazon.com
A brief description of the RSS channel.

String

Example: RSS feed for amazon.com
1.2.4

language

Required

The language the RSS feed is written. This should be the
primary language of the country where the content is
being published.

ISO 639-1

Example: en_US; en_CA; es_MX; en_IN; en_GB; de_DE;
fr_FR; it_IT; es_ES; ja_JP; en_AU
1.2.5

lastBuildDate

Required

The last time any content from the channel changed.

RFC 822

Date format must follow the pattern:
Mon, 01 Jan 2018 20:59:00 +0000
1.2.6

amzn:rssVersion

Required

The version number of the Amazon RSS spec. The version
number can be found in the header of this document.

Decimal

Example: 1.0
1.2.7

image

Optional

The logo for the channel.

URL

Example: https://amazon.com/images/amazon-logo.jpg

2
3

RSS Advisory Board best practices documentation: http://www.rssboard.org/rss-profile
RSS Advisory Board data type Documentation: http://www.rssboard.org/rss-profile#data-types-url
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1.3 RSS Feed Item Elements
Table 2: Item Elements
ID
Element Name
1.3.1
title

Required

Description
The headline of the article. The article title’s purpose is
to frame the content in the article.

Data Type
String

As a best practice, titles should contain less than 75
characters to avoid being truncated in Amazon
experiences.
Titles should be grammatically correct, accurate and
descriptive of the article.
Titles should not contain unnecessary capitalization or
unnecessary punctuation.
We highly recommend the use of sentence case structure
for the title but if title case structure is used, it should be
used consistently within the title and other relevant
metadata.
Example: The best wireless headphones
1.3.2

link

Required

The canonical URL for the article on your website. The
link should not contain any query parameters.

URL

This element will serve as the content’s unique identifier
for Amazon. In cases where there is no canonical URL for
an article, you may pass any unique identifier for the
article. This identifier should be kept consistent for future
updates to the article.
Example: https://amazon.com/article/example.com
1.3.3

pubDate

Required

The date when the article was originally created or last
updated.

RFC 822

The data from this element is used to provide customers
with context on when the article was written.
Each time an update is made an article, the <pubDate>
for that item should be increased (+1 min is OK).
For unchanged content, please do not increment the
<pubDate>.
Date format must follow the pattern:
Mon, 01 Jan 2020 20:59:00 GMT
1.3.4

author

Required

The name of the person, or entity, who wrote the article.

String

Use multiple <author> elements for articles with more
than one author.
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ID
1.3.5

1.3.6

Element Name

Example: John Smith

Description

Data Type
HTML

content:encoded

Required

The full HTML content of the article, wrapped in a CDATA
section. Refer to section 2.2 of this document for
information on supported tags and attributes.

amzn:heroImage

Optional

The hero image for the content. As a best practice, the
image should be high-resolution, with width of at least
1000px.

URL

Note: Recommended to increase Amazon Placement
eligibility
Example: https://amazon.com/images/hero-image.jpg
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
1.3.7

amzn:heroImageCaption

Optional

Caption for <amzn:heroImage> wrapped in a CDATA
section.

String

1.3.8

amzn:subtitle

Optional

This element contains an optional sub-heading for an
article wrapped in a CDATA section.

String

See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
1.3.9

amzn:introText

Optional

This element contains an optional introductory paragraph
and will be displayed in the article. This element may be
used as a teaser in some placements to give customers
context on your article.

String

Intro text should be grammatically correct and should not
contain unnecessary capitalization or unnecessary
punctuation.
Content should be wrapped in a CDATA section. If used,
the content in this element should be unique from the
rest of the article and not exceed 800 characters.
Note: If you do not provide this element, we will
automatically generate it, using the first sentences of
your article from the full article HTML provided in the RSS
feed.
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
1.3.10

amzn:products

Required

This is a container element holding information about all
product recommendations associated with the article.

NA

1.3.11

amzn:product

Required

Child element of <amzn:products> and is required if
the <amzn:products> element is used.

NA

This is a container element holding information
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ID

Element Name

Description
related to a specific product recommended in the
content.

Data Type

Each product recommended in the article should
have its own <amzn:product > container element in
the metadata.
There should be a minimum of three <amzn:product>
container elements in an article to be eligible for Amazon
search.
1.3.12

amzn:productURL

Required

Child element of <amzn:product> and is required only if
the <amzn:product> element is used.

URL

This element contains the Amazon product URL and
should be stripped of all tracking parameters and reflect
the Amazon country domain where the content will be
published.
Expected URL Format:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00EI7DPPI
1.3.13

amzn:productHeadline

Optional

Child element of <amzn:product>. Use this element to
provide an editorial headline for a product.

String

As a best practice, we recommend that this element
contain less than 40 characters and be wrapped in a
CDATA section.
Product headline is an optional element but if it is used,
all recommended products within an article should have
the product headline element.
Product headlines should be grammatically correct and
should not contain unnecessary capitalization or
unnecessary punctuation.
We highly recommend the use of sentence case structure
for the product headline but if title case structure is used,
it should be used consistently among all product
headlines and other relevant metadata in the article.
Product headlines should not restate the product name
or the product type and should not repeat other editorial
content in the article / product metadata
(<amzn:introText>, <amzn:award>, or
<amzn:productSummary>). All product headlines must be
written in the primary language of the country where the
content is being syndicated. Any product headline that
repeat content or have language inconsistencies will be
rejected in moderation.
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
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ID
1.3.14

Element Name
amzn:productSummary

Required

Description
Child element of <amzn:product>. Use this element to
provide your editorial view of the recommended product
or provide customers with a “reason to buy” and quick
helpful context on why you are recommending this
particular product.

Data Type
String

Ideally this should be a pull quote that can be used in
different placements across Amazon. If you have more
content, please add it as a paragraph below the product
card in your article HTML markup.
The product summary should not be repeated in the
article immediately following the product card or in a way
that makes the article seem repetitive.
As a best practice, we recommend keeping that this
content be wrapped in a CDATA section and be less than
200 characters.
While technically optional, this element is highly
recommended to increase placement eligibility.
The product summary should be grammatically correct
and should not contain unnecessary capitalization or
unnecessary punctuation.
The product summary should not only restate the
product name or the product type and should be
repetitive of other editorial content in the article /
product metadata (<amzn:introText>, <amzn:award>, or
<amzn:productHeadline>). All product summaries must
be written in the primary language of the country where
the content is being syndicated. Any product summary
that is repetitive or has language inconsistencies will be
rejected in moderation.
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
Example: "When you’re looking for top-of-the-line sound
quality, these headphones are second to none”.
Note: Articles with very long product summaries may not
be eligible for Amazon placements.
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
1.3.15

amzn:rank

Required

Child element of <amzn:product> that specifies the
relative rank of each product associated with the content.
For example, the top recommendation within an article
reviewing “The Best 4K TVs” would have a value of “1”,
while the fifth ranked product in the article would have a
value of “5”. Higher rankings represent lower
6
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ID

1.3.16

Element Name

amzn:award

Description
recommendation status. A rank of “1” will always denote
the top recommended product.

Required

In the absence of this element, all products are ranked
the same.
Child element of <amzn:product>. Use this element to
provide a concise editorial designation and set the
context for the specific ASIN recommendation. As a best
practice, this value should be less than 25 characters and
wrapped in a CDATA section. This element should be
considered mandatory for an article to be eligible for
Amazon search and all product recommendations within
an item (article) should have an award.

Data Type

String

When present, the award element will be added to the
product card in the form of a badge or subheading (see
Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how data from
this element can be used) and is used to provide
customers with context on why a particular product is
recommended in both the article and in customer facing
experiences on Amazon.
As a best practice, each product award in an article
should be unique and directly relate to the product being
recommended. Repeated use of the same award for
multiple products in the same article that seem illogical
or could lead to a confusing customer experience will be
rejected during moderation. For example, it would not
make sense to have multiple awards for “Best
headphones”, “Top pick”, “First place”, or “Best overall”
and all of these examples if used multiple times in an
article or repeated awards that have similar
characteristics would be rejected in moderation.
However, it is acceptable to repeat awards that are not
mutually exclusive such as “Best headphones for
running”, “Best headphones for music”, and “Best
headphones for working.” Similarly, repeated use of
awards such as “Editor’s choice”, “Our pick”, or
“Recommended” is acceptable, as their assignment to
one product does not preclude their use for another
product in the same article.
Awards must also make sense in the context of the article
and other recommendations. It would not make sense for
your product with an <amzn:rank> of 1 to have an award
of “Also consider” or “Runner-up”, while the product with
an <amzn:rank> of 2 be given an award of “Top pick” or
“Best overall”. Similarly, awards like “Also consider” or
“Runner-up” that make it clear that there is a better
choice, should be anchored by the better choice (in the
article body and by the <amzn:rank> element in the
product metadata).
Awards should not restate the product name or the
product type and should not repeat other editorial
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ID

Element Name

Description
content in the article / product metadata
(<amzn:introText>, <amzn:productHeadline>, or
<amzn:productSummary>). All awards must be written in
the primary language of the country where the content is
being syndicated. Any awards that repeat content or have
language inconsistencies will be rejected in moderation.
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how data
from this element can be used.

Data Type

Examples: “Best overall”, “Our pick”, “Best value”,
“Editor’s choice”
Awards should be grammatically correct and should not
contain unnecessary capitalization or unnecessary
punctuation.
We highly recommend the use of sentence case structure
for the award but if title case structure is used, it should
be used consistently among all awards and other relevant
metadata.
This element should be considered mandatory for an
article to be eligible for Amazon search. If using the
award element, all product cards within an item should
have the award element.
See Figure 1 in the appendix for an example of how this
information can be used.
1.3.17

amzn:rating

Optional

Child element of <amzn:product>

NA

This is a container element holding the overall numeric
rating information for the product.
This value can be complementary to the <amzn:award>
element. For example, a product can have a
<amzn:ratingValue> of “9.5” as well as an <amzn:award>
of “Editor’s Pick”.
1.3.18

amzn:ratingValue

Optional

Child element of <amzn:rating> and is required only if
the <amzn:rating> element is used.
The numeric rating you have assigned to the product.
This is not the Amazon customer reviews rating, but
rather your editorial rating.
Examples: “85” or “3.5”

1.3.19

amzn:applyToVariants

Optional

Child element of <amzn:rating>.
Set this field to “True” if the <amzn:ratingValue> should
be applied to variations of the product.
For example, if the rating for the streaming version of the
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ID

1.3.20

Element Name

amzn:bestRating

Description
movie “Finding Nemo” should also be applied to the Bluray version, set this element to “True”.
Optional

Data Type

Child element of <amzn:rating>.
The highest value allowed in your rating system. For
example, if your rating scale is 1-100, with 100 being the
best rating, this value should be set to “100”.

1.3.21

amzn:worstRating

Optional

Child element of <amzn:rating>.
The lowest value allowed in this rating system. For
example, if your rating system is 1-100, with 1 being the
worst rating, this value should be set to “1”.

1.3.22

amzn:indexContent

Required

The value of this element determines if content is eligible
to be indexed by external search engines such as Google
and Bing.
If the value is set to “False”, Amazon will populate the
robots metatag value of “noindex”.
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1.4 Example RSS Feed
<rss version="2.0"
xmlns:content="http://purl.org/rss/1.0/modules/content/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:amzn="https://amazon.com/ospublishing/1.0/">
<channel>
<title>Sample RSS Feed</title>
<link>http://example.com</link>
<description>A feed of great content</description>
<language>en_US</language>
<lastBuildDate>Wed, 1 Apr 2020 08:05:30 +0000</lastBuildDate>
<amzn:rssVersion>1.0</amzn:rssVersion>
<item>
<title>The Best Laptops</title>
<amzn:subtitle>Content Subtitle...</amzn:subtitle>
<link>http://example.com/reviews/best-laptops</link>
<pubDate>Tue, 31 Mar 2020 12:10:05 +0000</pubDate>
<author>Author Name</author>
<content:encoded><![CDATA[<p>Full article HTML markup along with div elements if using product cards Ex: I want my
product card to show below this text so I will add div here.<div data-itemtype="product"><a href="Amazon product
URL"></a></div></p>]]></content:encoded>
<amzn:heroImage>http://example.com/images/best-laptops.jpg</amzn:heroImage>
<amzn:introText>Insert article introduction text here.</amzn:introText>
<amzn:indexContent>True</amzn:indexContent>
<amzn:products>
<amzn:product>
<amzn:productURL>https://amazon.com/dp/ASIN1</amzn:productURL>
<amzn:productHeadline>The best laptop for hard-core gamers</amzn:productHeadline>
<amzn:productSummary>This laptop is great for...</amzn:productSummary>
<amzn:rank>1</amzn:rank>
<amzn:award>Top Pick</amzn:award>
<amzn:rating>
<amzn:ratingValue>87</amzn:ratingValue>
<amzn:bestRating>100</amzn:bestRating>
<amzn:worstRating>0</amzn:worstRating>
</amzn:rating>
</amzn:product>
<amzn:product>
<amzn:productURL>https://amazon.com/dp/ASIN2</amzn:productURL>
<amzn:productHeadline>The best laptop for new gamers</amzn:productHeadline>
<amzn:productSummary>This laptop is great for...</amzn:productSummary>
<amzn:rank>2</amzn:rank>
<amzn:award>Best Value</amzn:award>
<amzn:rating>
<amzn:ratingValue>79</amzn:ratingValue>
<amzn:bestRating>100</amzn:bestRating>
<amzn:worstRating>0</amzn:worstRating>
</amzn:rating>
</amzn:product>
</amzn:products>
</item>
</channel>
</rss>
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2 HTML
2.1 HTML Markup Guidelines and Best Practices
 Content is assumed to be the body content of the article. HTML and body tags are not permitted.
 Content should be represented using HTML5 markup.
 We recommend that it conform to XHTML (i.e. proper nesting of tags, attribute values enclosed in quotes;
though top-level root node is not required).
 Links in the article should be absolute URLs with protocol information (i.e. 'https:// www.amazon.com’,
instead of 'www.amazon.com' which doesn't have protocol information). Otherwise, the links within your
content may not resolve properly.
 For images with a caption, figure with <figcaption> tag is recommended.
 The content should be flow able easily across different form factors/device. In other words, it should be
vertical flowing content.
 Content should not be more than ~100 KB.
 Images in the article should be a maximum of 300 KBs. The maximum number of images in an article is 50. All
file names for images should be alphanumeric and must not contain any special characters.
2.2 Supported Tags and Attributes
A subset of HTML5 tags are supported. Refer to https://www.w3schools.com for more explanations and use cases for
the tags.
2.2.1 Supported Text Styling Tags
 <abbr>, <b>, <br>, <cite>, <code>, <em>, <i>, <ins>, <kbd>, <mark>, <q>, <samp>, <small>, <strong>, <sub>,
<sup>, <time>, <var>, <wbr>
2.2.2 Supported Paragraph and Container Tags
 <p>, <pre>, <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5>, <h6>, <div>, <a>, <section>, <blockquote>, <span>
2.2.3 Supported Media Tags
 <figure>, <figcaption>, <img>
2.2.4 Supported Video
Video can be added into your article body using a video div within the article HTML in the following pattern:
<video src="INSERT VIDEO URL END POINT HERE"></video>
In order to select the video thumbnail that will appear as the “hero image” for the video, you must add the ‘poster’
element into the div as follows:
<video src="INSERT VIDEO URL END POINT HERE" poster="INSERT SUPPORTED IMAGE FILE URL END POINT
HERE"></video>
We support popular web, consumer and professional media formats including 3GP, AAC, AVI, FLV, MP4 and MPEG-2.
2.2.5 Supported List and Table Tags
 Lists: <ol>, <ul>, and <li> (only supported within <ul> or <ol> elements for a list index)
 Tables: Tables are supported through the <table> tag. Tables should be used for data representation and not
for layouts. Table child elements should adhere to the following patterns:
o <thead>, <tbody>, <tfoot>, <colgroup> are permitted only as children of <table>
o <tr> are permitted only as children of <thead>, <tbody>, and <tfoot>
o <td> and <th> are permitted only as children of <tr>
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2.2.6 Supported HTML5 Attributes
 alt: permitted on <img>
 src: permitted on <img>
 colspan and rowspan: permitted on <th> or <td>
 href: permitted on <a> tag
2.3 Unsupported Tags and Attributes
Scripts and styles are not supported. Please refer to the sections below for common elements which are not
currently supported. These tags, if present in the HTML, will be removed from the content.
2.3.1 Unsupported Tags
 <script>, <style>, <html>, <body>, <head>, <meta>, <iframe>, <svg>, <link>
2.3.2 Unsupported Attributes
 Style, class, id, and all JavaScript attributes that start with ‘on’
2.4 Product Cards
Product cards are dynamically generated elements within an article that combine rich product details from
Amazon’s database (e.g. product image, title, price, Prime availability) along with data provided in the
<amzn:product> elements: <amzn:award>, <amzn:rating>, <amzn:productHeadline>, and <amzn:productSummary>.
Figure 1 in the appendix provides an example product card within an article. To insert a product card in the HTML
content, use a div like the following wherever you want the card to be displayed:
<div data-itemtype="product">
<a href="Amazon product URL"></a> </div>
Note: The URL within the product card div needs to match the <amzn:url> within the <amzn:product> element. When
the content is processed, information from the metadata section will be used to inject information in this product
card.
2.5 Image Slideshows
Use the markup pattern below to insert slideshows into your articles:
<figure data-itemtype="slideshow">
<figure>
<img src="image1.jpg"/>
<figcaption> Caption for first image</figcaption>
</figure>
<figure>
<img src="image1.jpg"/>
<figcaption> Caption for second image</figcaption>
</figure>
</figure>
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3. Appendix
Figure 1: RSS feed article data mapping
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Content Guidelines

1. General Content Guidelines
All content must comply with the standards below as well as Amazon’s Community and Content guidelines. Amazon has
full discretion to reject any content that does not meet these guidelines.
1.1 Illegal Activity: Content must comply with all local, state, national, and international laws. Content that promotes, or
leads to the production, of an illegal item or activity is prohibited.
1.2 I.P. Infringement: Content must have all necessary rights and comply with Amazon’s Copyright Policy.
1.3 Privacy/Publicity Infringement: Content that infringes, or has the potential to infringe upon an individual’s privacy,
right to publicity, or that portray an individual in false light, are prohibited. Celebrity images, names, and
unauthorized images are prohibited without the permission of the individual or their management.
1.4 External URLs: Content containing recommendations to visit external e-commerce websites such as Home Depot,
Target, Walmart, etc. will be rejected.
1.5 Content Titles: Titles should be grammatically correct, accurate and descriptive of the content. Titles containing the
following elements will be rejected:
1.5.1 Dates: e.g. The Best Toasters of 2018.
1.5.2 Price Points e.g. Top Laptops under $500 (could be The Best Budget Laptops)
1.5.3 Unnecessary Capitalization: Sentence case should be used for all titles. Random capitalized words with
lowercase text are not permitted, for example The BEST Headphones for running
1.5.4 Unnecessary Punctuation e.g. Very Fabulous Baby Registry Cheat Sheet: 20 Top Picks!
1.5.5 Number of Recommendations not matching recommendations in the content: e.g. 11 Best Toys for 10-year
olds (could be Fun Toys for 10-year olds)
1.5.6 Religiously, Culturally or Politically Affiliated Content: e.g. References to Christmas, Hanukkah, Easter, etc.
1.6 Dynamic Amazon Content: Due to dynamic customer ratings, sales ranking, prices, and savings at Amazon, static copy
cannot include references to Amazon rating, rank, price, or savings. Content containing any of the following will be
rejected:
1.6.1 Hard Coded Prices: Articles should not have hard-coded prices in titles, any links or specific to an ASIN
1.6.2 References to Amazon Programs such as Amazon’s Choice or Prime-eligibility.
1.6.3 Amazon Customer Reviews: Articles should not quote Amazon customer reviews.
1.7 Contact information: Information such as phone numbers, email/physical addresses should not be included in your
content.
1.8 Dated Content: Amazon may reject content that is outdated. The general guideline is that content should not be
older than two years, however, content for categories with rapidly changing product catalogs (such as Consumer
Electronics), should be less than one-year-old.

2. Product Acceptability
References or recommendations within your content for the any of following products will be rejected:
2.1 Adult products: Content containing references to Pornography or related products.
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2.2 Drugs and drug paraphernalia: products that promote violating the law, that can be used for abusing drugs, or
bypassing drug tests.
2.3 Alcohol and Tobacco: products containing tobacco, cigarette papers, e-cigarettes, and similar products.
2.4 Medical and weight-loss products: (a) Non-prescription health and beauty products cannot claim to be as effective as
prescription products (b) Weight loss products should not claim that the customer can lose weight by use of the product
alone, or without following a calorie controlled diet and exercise program. Ads cannot suggest that weight loss results will
be effective for everyone or that results are permanent. (c) Supplements containing described as “Fat burners” either on
the product package or within the Stores page.
2.5 Questionable & potentially dangerous activities: including (but not limited to) false document services, cable
descramblers, fireworks, products that promote hacking, or evading law enforcement, products or services deemed
to be used for privacy invasion.
2.6 Hate and intolerance: products that promote hate, or that incite violence or intolerance, or that advocate or
discriminate against a protected group, whether based on race, color, national origin, religion, disability, sex, sexual
orientation, disability, age or another category.
2.7 Weapons
3. Image Acceptability
3.1 Resolution: Images, including that on your Amazon profile, must be high-resolution. They cannot be pixelated,
obviously distorted or stretched.
3.2 Text: Images should not contain text.
3.3 Prohibited content: content that falls under the following categories are ineligible for static images and videos.
3.3.1 Excessive violence or gore
3.3.2 Images of actual or implied abuse
3.3.3 Sexual images
3.4 Intimate Apparel: Images and video of intimate clothing, lingerie, and swimwear products may not be sexually
explicit or obscene.
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